PRODUCT RELEASE
PMA Aeroparts P/N 3047107-02AP, Oil Filter, Scavenge
FAA Approved Replacement for
Pratt & Whitney Canada P/N 3047107-02

PMA Aeroparts announces the release of our latest FAA approved PMA product, Oil Filter, Scavenge, P/N
3047107-02AP. This product is an approved replacement for the OEM P/N 3047107-02. This Oil Filter is used on
PW 150A engines installed on Bombardier Inc. DHC-8-400 series aircraft.
The OEM filter contains a removable diagnostic layer of filter media which can be removed and examined to
help in the assessment of engine health and wear. PMA Aeroparts filter also includes this removable layer
which performs the same function.
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The PMA filters numerous improvements over the OEM include its ability to hold contaminants within the filter
media, which precludes further contamination of the system. PMA Aeroparts filters demonstrate in excess of a
25% improvement over the OEM filter in its ability to capture contaminants in the oil flow. PMA Aeroparts filter
also attained a significant increase in the structural integrity of the filter as compared to the OEM by way of
using seamless structural tubing with the perforations laser cut, as opposed to the OEM filter which used
perforated aluminum sheet that was then rolled and welded together. After significant testing of both the PMA
and OEM filters, the PMA unit also demonstrated a significant improvement in the pressure differential before
and after the filter when compared to the OEM.
Original OEM Issue

Design improvement

Insufficient capturing of contaminants

Improved filter media, resulting in a 25% increase in
contaminant retention

Lack of structural integrity

Utilized seamless structural tubing with laser cut
perforations for the center core

Rapid pressure build up

Improved filter media and center core design results in a
lower rate of pressure build up

This PMA was granted on the basis of Test and Computation per 14 CFR 21.303 and is considered a non-critical
part.
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